
 

 

 

 

The Jobling Purser Inter Hunt Relay 

Rules and Conditions of Entry 

Teams of four from each hunt to include one junior under 25 years and one quaddie (who 
must be 18 years old or over and hold a full driving licence).  Two other riders make up the 
team. A rider over 45 years is encouraged, where possible. There will be a mirrored course 
set up (so two teams can compete at the same time) of mainly working hunter style jumps, 
approximately 85cm, and to include one or more non jumping tasks. Each team will run at 
least twice in a points league format. Jumps may be raised to approx. 95cm in the second 
round.  

Each team should provide a hunt whip to use as a baton and all members must be dressed 
correctly for a day’s hunting.  This is a timed competition, and the starting order will be drawn. 

The competition will be run as a knock-out relay and the time taken from the start of the first 
rider to the finish of the final competitor (the quad). 5 seconds will be added to the time for 
a knockdown.  If the whip is dropped the competitor must dismount, pick it up, re-mount and 
continue. 

If a competitor is eliminated for three or more refusals another competitor must complete 
their round for them.  In the event of a fall by rider, the time will keep ticking but penalties 
won’t be added. At discretion of the judge/medical team, the rider may continue once 
remounted. Another rider can continue the course in their place once the rider is up and, on 
their feet, when it’s safe to do so. In the event of a horse fall, the team will be automatically 
eliminated. 

Entries by 20th May 2024. Entries will be £60 a team, which includes £10 medical cover 

All entry forms must be signed to indicate acceptance of the rules of this show.   

There will be a cash prize of £200 to the winning hunt, together with prizes and 
rosettes.  There will be a prize for the best turned out, judged by Evan Jobling Purser. 

Contact/Queries – Jade Hunter 07393202422    https://belsayhorsetrials.co.uk/competitors/hunt-relay/ 


